This paper presents a unified framework of time-varying formation (TVF) design for general linear multi-agent systems (MAS) based on an observer viewpoint from undirected to directed topology, from stabilization to tracking and from a leader without input to a one with bounded input. The followers can form a TVF shape which is specified by piecewise continuously differential vectors. The leader's trajectory, which is available to only a subset of followers, is also time-varying. For the undirected formation tracking and directed formation stabilization cases, only the relative output measurements of neighbors are required to design control protocols; for the directed formation tracking case, the agents need to be introspective (i.e. agents have partial knowledge of their own states) and the output measurements are required. Furthermore, considering the real applications, the leader with bounded input case is studied. One main contribution of this paper is that fully distributed adaptive output protocols, which require no global information of communication topology and do not need the absolute or relative state information, are proposed to solve the TVF control problem. Numerical simulations including an application to nonholonomic mobile vehicles are provided to verify the theoretical results.
Introduction
Various cooperative control problems of the MAS have attracted much research interest in the past decades. This research domain includes consensus control [1] [2] [3] , containment control [4, 5] and formation control [6] [7] [8] , etc. As one of the most important issues, formation control has been paid much attention due to its broad potential applications like unmanned aerial vehicles [9] , [10] , mobile robots [11] [12] [13] [14] , target enclosing [15] , surveillance [16] and so on. Three formation control strategies, namely virtual structure [17] , leader-follower [18] and behavior approaches [19] , have been well studied.
Nowadays much more attention has been devoted to formation problems based on local information in a distributed way [9, 12, 13, [20] [21] [22] . The work in [12] used local relative position measurements of neighbors to achieve the leader follower formation control for unicycle robots. The unicycle model was transformed into a double-integrator dynamics and the small gain method was employed to deal with the nonholonomic constraint. However, all the follower robots need the leader's velocity and acceleration information which is a heavy communication burden. Peymani [21] solved the H ∞ almost formation problem with the output regulation for general linear MAS while tracking a virtual reference at the same time. Agents were assumed to be introspective meaning that more sensors will be needed to test their own states as well as the relative outputs measurements. In [13] only the one-dimensional distance sensor information (i.e. relative positions of nearby vehicles) was used to design the distributed leader-follower formation controller for omni-directional vehicles.
The above-cited papers tackled the time-invariant formation control problems, but sometimes changing formation shapes is more necessary for two reasons: covering the greater area or avoiding collisions with obstacles. Timevarying formation (TVF) control, which was studied in [8] , [11] based on state information, means that the MAS can change formation shapes in certain circumstances and keep being stable simultaneously. Anonelli [11] proposed a distributed controller-observer schema for time-varying centroid and formation control of multi-robot systems with first-order dynamics. The proposed solution works for the strongly connected topology which is a more stringent constraint compared with the directed spanning tree topology. Moreover, each follower needs the knowledge of the number of all robots, which is a global information of the whole system, meaning that the protocol is not fully distributed. In [8] the state information was used to solve the TVF problem with the switching directed spanning tree topologies. However, the design of coupling strength parameter in the protocol is dependent on the minimal positive eigenvalue of Laplacian matrices subject to all the switching topologies, which is a global information for each agent, thus the control protocol is not fully distributed as well. So designing a fully distributed protocol for TVF control problem is very necessary and quite practical in real applications.
Another reminder is that many previous references supposed that the state measurements could be utilized to design protocols. However, these measurements are sometimes unavailable in practice. Hence, solving the formation problem via an output method is quite important. Motivated by this observation, the output TVF control was studied based on the relative output measurements of neighbor agents in [23] , but the design of parameter matrices are related to the eigenvalue information of the Laplacian matrix, which means not fully distributed again.
In the aforementioned works, only formation stabilization or maintenance problems were studied, but forming a formation is usually the first step in some real applications for the MAS. Actually there are some higher lever tasks such as enclosing a target or trajectory tracking. Then formation tracking problem arises in these scenarios. A solution to the TVF tracking problem for collaborative heterogeneous MAS was presented in [24] , where a Lyapunovbased distributed controller was introduced based on virtual structure to make the whole system form a rigid formation among unmanned aerial vehicles and unmanned ground vehicles. However, the virtual leader needs to send its position and velocity information to all followers, which is a heavy communication cost that we should try to avoid. Ghommam [10] studied the formation tracking control of multiple underactuated quadrotors when the reference signal is only available to a portion of quadrotors by using backstepping and filtering design techniques. The drawback is that the formation shape is unchangeable and what's more, the control protocol is still not fully distributed due to its dependence on communication topology information. Another formation tracking research was done in [25] where not only can the formation be time-varying but also so is the leader's trajectory. However, the agent dynamics can be only described as second-order model and the protocol, which is based on relative state information, is not fully distributed as well.
It is worth remarking that undirected or directed communication topology is also a key point to design local control laws which are aimed at achieving multi-agent formation stabilization or tracking control. Under the undirected topology, The authors in [9] , [10] solved the time-invariant formation tracking problem and the author in [26] addressed the TVF control problem in a fully distributed fashion. However, the undirected topology means that the information exchange among agents is bidirectional, which may consume much more communication and energy resources than a directed one. Furthermore, there are many applications in reality where information only flows in one direction. For instance, in the leader-follower MAS, the leader may become the only one equipped with a communication transmitter [2] . The TVF stabilization and tracking problems with directed topology were studied in [8] and [25] , recpectively. The former work is not fully distributed and the latter one only deals with second order dynamics with a not fully distributed protocol.
Motivated by the above analysis, we intend to design control protocols in a fully distributed way to solve the TVF control problem for general linear MAS based on output measurements, from undirected to directed topology, from leaderless to leader-follower, from the leader of zero input to the one of bounded input. The proposed protocols in this paper are consensus-based formation controllers. Consensus problems have been widely investigated in [1] , [2] , [27] , etc. The framework of consensus problems in networks of agents was done in [1] and then, Ren [28] proved that the virtual structure, leader-follower and behavior based formation methods could be unified in the framework of consensus-based methods. A significant breakthrough was presented in [29] where a unified framework was introduced to solve the consensus problem and the synchronization of complex networks. It expanded conventional observers to distributed observers by allowing agents to exchange state information which is estimated by local observers via the network. For more details about consensus design of continuous-time MAS, the survey paper [30] and references therein are recommended.
The results in this paper are based on our previous work [31] which deals with the TVF tracking problem under undirected topology. The control protocols are independent of any global information, rely on agent dynamics and only the output measurements, thereby are fully distributed. Both the formation shapes and the leader's trajectory can be time-varying. The main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• A unified framework of TVF control design from the distributed observer viewpoint is presented. We reveal how to design observers to tackle TVF control problems from undirected to directed topology, from stabilization to tracking and from a leader without input to a one with bounded input.
• The protocols of majority of existing works are not fully distributed, where the protocol parameters are related to the minimal positive eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix [8, 10, 23] or every follower needs the knowledge of the number of all robots [11] . In this study, we design the protocols in a fully distributed fashion.
• Compared with most literature dealing with time-invariant formation control with first order dynamics [13] , second order dynamics [9] , [12] , general linear dynamics [21] or TVF control with first order dynamics [11] , this paper studies the TVF control with general linear dynamics.
• The output measurements, which are more applicable in real industry than the state ones [8, 11] that are sometimes unavailable in reality, are utilized in this paper. Different from [12, 24] where all the followers need to know the leader's information, in this paper, only a small portion of followers need the leader's information, which can reduce communication cost greatly especially in the case of large number of followers.
Preliminaries and model formulation

Mathematical preliminaries
The connections between agents can be represented by a weighted graph G = (V, E, A), where V and E denote the nodes and edges, respectively. A = [a i j ] ∈ R N×N denotes the adjacency matrix where a i j = 1 if there exists a path from agent j to agent i, and a i j = 0 otherwise. An edge (i, j) ∈ E in graph G means that agent j can receive information from agent i but not necessarily conversely. The Laplacian matrix L = [l i j ] ∈ R N×N is normally defined as l ii = j i a i j and l i j = −a i j when i j. A graph is said to be undirected if (i, j) ∈ E implies ( j, i) ∈ E for any i, j ∈ V. An undirected graph is connected if there exists a path between each pair of distinct nodes. A directed path from node i to j is a sequence of edges (i, i 1 ) , (i 1 , i 2 ) , . . . , (i k , j) with different nodes i s , s = 1, 2, . . . , k. A digraph (i.e., directed graph) is strongly connected if there is a directed path from each node to each other node. A digraph contains a directed spanning tree if there is a node from which a directed path exists to each other node. A digraph has a directed spanning tree if it is strongly connected, but not vice versa. More graph theories can be found in [32] .
The symbol 1 denotes a column vector with all entries being 1. Matrix dimensions are supposed to be compatible if not explicitly stated. The symbol ⊗ represents the Kronecker product and diag{a 1 , . . . , a n } denotes a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries being a 1 , . . . , a n . 
Model formulation
The identical general linear dynamics of agent i in the MAS iṡ
where
and y i ∈ R q are the state, control input and measured output, respectively. A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×p and C ∈ R q×n are constant matrices. Without loss of generality, suppose that agents in (1) indexed by 1, . . . , N are the followers denoted as F = {1, . . . , N} and the agent indexed by 0 is the leader whose output information is only available to a small portion of followers. Moreover, the leader does not receive any information from the followers.
In the following, first the leader is regarded without control input, i.e., u 0 = 0, which is a common assumption in many existing works on the distributed cooperative control of linear MAS [36] [37] [38] .
However, as we know, where the whole system moves is decided by the leader and that is why the leader exists. Then where will the leader move? The answer is that a desired dynamic trajectory command is given to the leader to ask the leader to finish the desired trajectory tracking or that the leader moves anywhere it could, which requires the leader's control input to be nonzero. Furthermore, u 0 = 0 means the leader is a virtual one and the desired trajectory has severe limitations because of the equationẋ 0 (t) = Ax 0 (t) as the system matrix A is unchangeable. In real applications, the leader needs to regulate the final consensus trajectory. So its control input u 0 will not be affected by followers. In this paper, we deal with the consensus control in a fully distributed fashion, which means u 0 will not be accessible to any follower. This is more difficult than the case of u 0 = 0. The leader with bounded control input u 0 (t). will be presented in Section 3.5.
Denote the TVF shape information for followers as
where K 1 is a constant matrix to be designed. Designing K 1 give us a freedom to design any TVF shape satisfying the equation (2) . The detailed explanation of (2) can be referred to our previous paper [31] .
Definition 1. The system (1) is said to achieve the output TVF tracking control if for any given initial states x i (0), i ∈ F, there exists lim
In this paper, each follower can get access to the relative output measurements which are expressed as
Main results
This section mainly focuses on how to design fully distributed adaptive protocols to address TVF control problems from undirected to directed topology, from formation stabilization to tracking and from a leader of no input to a one with bounded input. In a word, a unified framework of protocol designing is presented. Section 3.1 solved the formation stabilization and tracking problems under undirected topology based only on relative output measurements. After that, we modified the protocol of Section 3.1 to address the same problem under directed topology in Section 3.2. Unfortunately, the designed protocol is not perfect since every follower needs to know the leader's output, which is a heavy communication burden for the whole system. In order to relax this constraint and make the control effect perfect, the protocol design for TVF tracking problem under directed topology is divided into three steps. Firstly, the TVF stabilization problem under directed topology is solved in Section 3.3 in which we do not take the leader into consideration. Then in Section 3.4, we tackle the TVF tracking problem under directed topology with a leader of no control input. Finally, the extended case of a leader with bounded input is studied in Section 3.5. The objective here is to design the fully distributed protocol to make followers form the TVF shape and track the leader simultaneously based only on relative outputs under the undirected communication topology. To do this, the protocol for each follower i is proposed as [8] , [25] , [36] .
Undirected formation tracking
u i =K 1 h i + K 2 v i , v i =(A + BK 2 )v i + F         N j=1 a i j c i j (c i j − y i j ) + d i c i (c i − y i0 )         , c i j =k i j a i j (c i j − y i j ) T Γ(c i j − y i j ), c i =k i d i (c i − y i0 ) T Γ(c i − y i0 ), i ∈ F(5)wherec i = C(v i + h i ),c i j =c i −c j . K 1 , K 2 are the feedback gain matrices. v i ∈ R n is
Remark 1. The adaptive coupling weights c i j (t) and c i (t) can release the constraint that some protocols need to know the minimal positive eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix L, e.g., in
In other words, c i j (t) and c i (t) can make the protocol fully distributed under the undirected communication topology.
Theorem 3.2. The fully distributed TVF tracking problem is solved with Assumptions 2.5 and 3.1 under the protocol (5) if A + BK 2 is Hurwitz, Γ = I and F = −PC
T , where P −1 > 0 is a solution to the following linear matrix inequality (LMI)
Moreover, the coupling weights c i j (t), c i (t), i, j ∈ F converge to some finite steady-state values.
Proof. The proving and analyzing detail is referred to our previous work [31] .
For the special case where there is no leader (i.e., d i = 0, i ∈ F), the communication graph G in Assumption 3.1 becomes undirected and connected. 
Assumption 3.4. (A,B) is stabilizable.
In the following, we give the definition for formation stabilization problem.
Definition 2. The MAS (1) is said to achieve the output TVF stabilization if for any given initial states x
Then we present the following fully distributed adaptive protocol to address the TVF stabilization problem by using only the relative output information The proof here is similar and thus is omitted for conciseness.
Directed formation tracking with full access to the leader
Assumption 3.6. The graph G contains a directed spanning tree where the leader acts as the root node.
As we know, each follower has access to a weighted linear combination of relative outputs between itself and its neighbors. The network measurement for follower i can be synthesized as a single signal
where y i j and y i0 are defined in (4). In Section 3.1 the key point to solve the formation tracking problem is c i j (t) = c ji (t) in protocol (5) due to the property of undirected topologyG in Assumption 3.1, namely, a i j = a ji . But for directed topology, the adjacency matrix A does not have the symmetric property, i.e. a i j a ji . So the parameter c i j (t), which is the time-varying coupling weight between follower i and j, will not be suitable for the protocol design of directed topology. In addition, note that parameter c i (t) denotes the coupling weight between follower i and the leader. Based on the above finding, we replace the parameters c i j (t) and c i (t) by one parameter c i (t) ≥ 0 denoting the time-varying coupling weight associated with the i-th follower, and modify the protocol (5) to a new one in the following form Proof. From y i (t) − y 0 (t) − Ch i (t) = Cx i , it follows (3) that the objective is to prove lim t→∞xi = 0, i ∈ F. Using (1), (2) and (10), the TVF tracking errorx i satisfieṡ
The objective now changes to prove lim t→∞ e i = 0 such that lim t→∞xi = 0, i ∈ F since A + BK 2 is Hurwitz. Using (11) and (10), the system (1) can be rewritten in the following forṁ
Let
α is a positive constant to be determined. Noting further that ρ i ≥ 0, thus V 1 is positive definite. Theṅ
The Laplacian matrix L is corresponding to the subgraph among followers. It is known that D > 0 with at least one diagonal entry being positive since at least one follower can get information from the leader. ThenL is a M-matrix with graph G satisfying Assumption 3.6, which means all eigenvalues ofL have positive real parts [39] . Furthermore, from Lemma 2.2 there
Substituting (15) into (14) we havė
Choosing α ≥ max i∈F
where the last inequality comes directly from the LMI (6) which is
is bounded and so is c i (t). Each coupling weight c i (t) increases monotonically and converges to some finite value finally. Note thatV 1 ≡ 0 is equivalent to e = 0. By LaSalle's Invariance principle [40] , it follows that lim t→∞ e i = 0 such that v i →x i as t → ∞, which means the function of each follower's distributed observer v i in (10) is to estimate its own TVF tracking errorx i .
Since A + BK 2 is Hurwitz and lim t→∞ e i = 0, from (11) we have lim t→∞xi = 0, i ∈ F, i.e., the distributed TVF tracking problem under the directed topology satisfying Assumption 3.6 is solved. In Section 3.2 we solved the leader-follower TVF tracking problem with directed spanning tree topology, but it requires each follower to know the leader's output information. In order to relax this severe constraint, we start to solve the formation stabilization problem first, namely without the leader. The inspiration comes from the last section. Recall the equation of adaptive parameter c i in protocol (10) of Section 3.2 aṡ Our goal in this section is to design the fully distributed protocol based only on the relative output measurements to make the system form a shape, namely, making agents i and j satisfy formation stabilization definition (7) . Similar as the network measurement (9), we define two signals as
Remark 2. Note that in order to calculate c i (t) in protocol (10), each follower i requires the knowledge of y i0 in (4), namely the relative output measurement between the follower i and the leader. It means every follower needs to know the leader's output information, in other words
Denote
The fully distributed adaptive protocol based only on relative output measurements is proposed for each agent i as
wherec i = C(v i + h i ),c i j =c i −c j and other parameters are defined similarly as protocol (10) . By substituting (18) into (19) we can write protocol (19) as
Note that the term C(ψ i − η i ) implies that each agent needs to receive the virtual outputs Cv j and Cx j from its neighbors via the communication graph G satisfying Assumption 3.8.
T , then we combine (18) , (19) , (1) and getψ Proof. First, we prove that lim t→∞ ̺ = 0. To this end, similar as (13) in Theorem 3.7, let
where r = [r 
Since each entry of r is positive, then each entry of [(ĉ +ρ)
Similar as (15) in Theorem 3.7, using Lemma 2.4 we get
Combining above two inequalities with (24) and choosing α ≥
, we havė
where the last inequality comes from LMI (22) . So V 2 (t) is bounded, and c i (t) increases monotonically and converges to some finite value finally. Similar as the proof in Theorem 3.7, lim t→∞ ̺ = 0 can be proved. From the second equation in (21) and A + BK 2 is Hurwitz, we can prove lim t→∞ η = 0, i.e., the fully distributed TVF stabilization problem with the directed strongly connected topology is solved.
the error between observer v i and formation stabilization errorx i of each agent i will go to zero eventually. Similarly, lim t→∞ η = 0 means that the formation stabilization errorx i of each agent i will reach consistent eventually. Obviously, the observer v i of each agent i will also reach consistent eventually. Note that (19) is a consensus-based formation stabilization protocol. From Corollary 1 of [1], we know that the group decision value of formation is a function of each agent's initial state x i (0), i = 1, . . . , N. The group decision value decides where the leaderless formation to go, which means there is no precisely explicit equation defining where the leaderless formation to go. It is necessary and applicable to solve the leader-follower TVF tracking problem with directed topology when only a small subset of followers know leader's output information, which will be presented in next section.
For the special case where the relative state measurements x i j = x i − x j , i, j = 1, . . . , N are available among neighbors, the fully distributed adaptive protocol is proposed as
Corollary 3.10. Suppose Assumptions 3.4 and 3.8 hold, the fully distributed TVF stabilization problem is solved under the protocol (26) if
A + BK 2 is Hurwitz, Γ =Q −1 BB TQ−1 ,F = −B TQ−1 and ρ i = ̺ T iQ −1 ̺ i , whereQ > 0 satisfies the following LMI AQ +QA T − 2BB T < 0.(27)
And c i (t) converge to some finite steady-state values.
The proof is similar as in Theorem 3.9 and the details are omitted here.
Directed formation tracking with partial access to the leader
During the process of solving the TVF stabilization problem with directed topology in Section 3.3, an observer v i that estimates formation stabilization error is introduced to design the protocol (19) based on the following structure
In this section for the formation tracking problem, similar to that structure, we introduce two observers to design the fully distributed protocol as follows
Here
, which is similar to (18) . And w 0 = Aw 0 + F(Cw 0 − y 0 ), v 0 = 0 meaning that the leader has only one observer w 0 to estimate its state x 0 . Note here that a i0 > 0 means follower i can receive information from the leader and can not if a i0 = 0, which shows that only a subset of followers can get the leader's output information. The local observer w i is designed to estimate the formation stabilization errorx i = x i − h i of each follower i, while the distributed observer v i is used to make formation tracking errorx i =x i − x 0 converge to zero. Here we assume that each agent is introspective as termed in [21] , which means each one has access to its own output.
Under Assumption 3.6, the Laplacian matrix of graph G can be partitioned as
Our goal is try to prove that
is the same as formation tracking errorx i in the proof of Theorem 3.7.
In this section, similar as (9), define a signal aŝ
. It is easy to see that the TVF tracking problem with the directed topology is solved if and only if lim t→∞x = 0. Substituting (28) , (29) into (1), we geṫ
Definingx 0 = w 0 − x 0 as the leader's state estimation error,
The following theorem presents a result of designing protocol (28) to solve the TVF tracking problem with only a small subset of followers knowing the leader's output information. Proof. First, we prove that lim t→∞ ̺ = 0 and lim t→∞x0 = 0. To this end, let
where γ is a positive constant to be determined later and other parameters are the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.7. Similarly, V 3 is positive definite with respect to ̺ i , c i andx 0 . Theṅ
is a positive definite matrix according to (22) . By using Lemma 2.4 and L 1 1 = −L 2 , we can get
where L T 2 GGL 2 is a scalar and W λ min (W) ≥ I is used to arrive at the last inequality. Substituting above two inequalities into (34), we geṫ
, we obtaiṅ
where the last inequality comes from W > 0. Similar as the proof in Theorem 3.7, it is easy to verify that ̺ i ,x 0 and c i are bounded, and the coupling weight c i (t) converges to some finite value.
Next we show the convergence of ζ in (32) . Thanks to F = −Q −1 C T , it follows from LMI (22) that
Therefore, (A + FC) is Hurwitz and ζ converges to zero. Then we try to verify the convergence of ψ in (31) . Based on lim t→∞ ̺ = 0, lim t→∞x0 = 0, lim t→∞ ζ = 0 and (A + BK 2 ) being Hurwitz, from (31) we can conclude that lim t→∞ ψ = 0.
Furthermore, based on lim t→∞ ζ = 0, lim t→∞ ψ = 0, from (31) we can conclude that lim t→∞ η = 0. Finally, due tox = η − ζ, based on lim t→∞ η = 0 and lim t→∞ ζ = 0, we obtain lim t→∞x = 0. Recalling thatx = (L 1 ⊗ I n )(x − 1 ⊗ x 0 ) and L 1 is a M-matrix with all positive eigenvalues, we obtain lim t→∞ (x i − x 0 ) = lim t→∞ (x i − h i − x 0 ) = 0, which means the distributed TVF tracking problem considering the leader of no input under directed spanning tree topology is solved where only a small subset of followers know leader's output information. [8] , where only the stabilization problem is solved, our control protocol in this section solves the TVF tracking problem and furthermore, is fully distributed due to the application of adaptive parameter c i (t), while the protocol in [8] is not since its parameter depends on the smallest positive eigenvalue information of Laplacian matrices. The second improvement is that we use output measurements which are more applicable in reality than the state ones utilized in [8] . Thirdly, the protocol in [8] requires (A, B) to be controllable while we require (A, B) to be stabilizable, which is a more relaxed condition for system dynamics. Finally, the algorithm in [8] needs to check the TVF feasibility condition first, which is more complicated compared to our TVF shape information h(t) in (2) . Furthermore, in contrast to the latest work [26] where the fully distributed TVF stabilization problem is solved with undirected communication topology among followers, our work is obviously a big improvement.
Remark 5. Compared with the TVF research
Similar as Corollary 3.10 in Section 3.3 , for the special case where the relative state measurements x i j = x i − x j , i, j ∈ F are available among neighbors, the fully distributed adaptive relative state protocol is proposed for each follower i as (27) .
And c i (t), i ∈ F converge to some finite steady-state values.
The proof is similar as the details in Theorem 3.11 and is omitted for conciseness.
Directed formation tracking with bounded leader input
In the previous sections, we dealt with TVF tracking control problem without leader's input for general linear MAS. In this section, we extend our analysis to address formation tracking issue with leader's control input u 0 (t). Based on the protocol (28) in Section 3.4, the following fully distributed adaptive protocol is proposed to solve TVF tracking problem with leader's bounded input as
The positive constant β is to be determined later and other parameters are the same as in (28) 
Similar as in Section 3.4, combine (37) with (1) theṅ
The following theorem presents a result of designing protocol (37) to solve the TVF tracking problem with leader's bounded input under directed topology. 
Moreover, the coupling weight c i (t), i ∈ F converge to some finite steady-state values.
Proof. First, based on the proof of Theorem 3.11, the convergence of ζ in (40) is addressed. Then in order to prove lim t→∞ ̺ = 0, let
By choosing the same parameters α and γ as in the proof of Theorem 3.11, we geṫ
Note that
On the other hand, using L 1 1 = −L 2 , we get
Substitute (44) and (45) into (43) with β ≥ ǫ, theṅ
where the last inequality comes from
T . Similar as the proof in Theorem 3.11, it is easy to verify that V 4 , ̺ i ,x 0 , c i are bounded and c i (t) converges to some finite value.
By the definition of ξ and the bounded property of ̺ i ,x 0 , it can be get that ξ is bounded. In addition, since u 0 (t) is bounded in Assumption 3.13,̺ in (40) is bounded, too. Recall thatẋ 0 =ẇ 0 −ẋ 0 = (A + FC)x 0 is also bounded, which furthermore implies thatξ is bounded.
Integrate (46) then
Since V 4 (∞) is finite due toV 4 ≤ 0 and V 4 (t) > 0, we get that
In fact, 2ξ T (I N+1 ⊗ W)ξ is bounded because of the boundedness of ξ andξ, which in turn proves that ξ T (I N+1 ⊗ W)ξ is uniformly continuous.
Finally,
ξdt is differentiable and has a finite limit as t → ∞, and ξ T (I N+1 ⊗ W)ξ is uniformly continuous. Then by Barbalat's Lemma [41] we get ξ T (I N+1 ⊗ W)ξ → 0 as t → ∞, which means lim t→∞ ξ = 0 such that lim t→∞ ̺ = 0.
Next, to prove lim t→∞ η = 0, we consider the following Lyapunov function candidate
where γ 1 , γ 2 are positive constants to be determined later. V 5 is positive definite with respect to η, ζ, ̺, c i andx 0 .
Combining (39) and (40), the derivative of V 5 iṡ
Similarly by using Lemma 2.4, we have 2η
Due to c i (0) ≥ 1,ċ i ≥ 0 and
and substituting (46), (49) into (48), we obtaiṅ
Similar as in (44) and (45), we can prove that
Therefore, V 5 is bounded and so is η. It is easy to verify that lim t→∞ η = 0. Due to lim t→∞ ζ = 0 andx = η − ζ, we get lim t→∞x = 0. Similar as the proof of Theorem 3.11, the distributed adaptive TVF tracking problem considering the leader's bounded input with directed spanning tree topology is solved. [42] where the distributed output feedback consensus problem for general linear MAS has been studied by using a sequential observer design approach. 
where ε i , i ∈ F and δ are small positive constants. It is worth noting that this modified continuous protocol's control effect will be uniformly ultimately bounded while protocol (37) make the TVF tracking error converge to zero asymptotically. Since this paper focus on proposing the unified framework of TVF control design from undirected to directed topology, from stabilization to tracking and from a leader without input to a one with bounded input u 0 (t), we will not go into the proving detail about the modified protocol.
Simulation
The effectiveness of the proposed TVF control laws given in Section 3 are demonstrated in this section by two numerical examples. The first example is presented to illustrate that the fully distributed adaptive controller (37) successfully achieve the TVF tracking with the leader of bounded input. Then, an application to nonholonomic mobile robots with the controller (37) in Section 3.5 is provided in the second example.
Example 1. Consider a group of agents consisting of a leader labeled 0 and six followers labeled from 1 to 6, where the communication topology G is shown in Fig. 1a satisfying Assumption 3.6. Suppose that the state of agent i in (1) is described as x i (t) = (x i1 (t), . . . , x i6 (t)) T ∈ R 6 . A and B in (1) are given as follows 
Choosing C = [I 5 , 0 5×1 ], then it is easy to verify that (A, B, C) is stabilizable and detectable. Inspired by our previous work [31] , definite h i1 = −r cos(wt 
It is obvious that lim t→∞ 6 i=1 h i (t) = 0 , meaning that the six followers will keep TVF shapes around the leader when the desired formation tracking is achieved.
Define the leader's bounded input as u 0 (t) = [e −t + 1, e −2t , 2 + sin( t
)]
T and β = 4. From (2) we get
Solving LMI (22) gives a solution
.314 −0.000 −0.000 −0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.000 7.314 −0.000 −0.000 0.000 −0.000 −0.000 −0.000 7.412 −0.000 0.000 −0.487 −0.000 −0.000 −0.000 7.314 −0.000 −0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.000 7.314 −0.000 0.000 −0.000 −0.487 −0.000 −0.000 7.412
Thus the feedback gain matrix in (37) is obtained as 
Assign eigenvalue of A + BK 2 as −1, −5, −10 + 10 j, −10 − 10 j, −20, −50 with j 2 = −1, then (a) Among the multi-agent system. 
. . , 6 for followers and x 0 j (0) = 10δ − 5, j = 1, . . . , 6 for the leader, where δ is a pseudorandom value with a uniform distribution on the interval (0, 1). Fig. 2a shows the TVF tracking error x i − h i − x 0 , meaning that the time-varying output formation problem is indeed solved. Fig. 2b describes the leader's state estimation errorx 0 = w 0 − x 0 (top) and followers' formation stabilization estimation error w i −x i , respectively, which means the distributed observers are designed correctly. The coupling weights shown in Fig. 3a converge to some finite values. Fig. 4 depicts the position snapshots of followers and the leader at different timestamps. Six followers form formation shapes with random initial positions and keep tracking the leader which is located at the shape center at the same time. The TVF shapes change from parallel hexagon to parallelogram, then triangle and finally back to parallel hexagon. From t = 199s and t = 200s, we can see the shape keeps rotating around the leader, which means it is time-varying. The leader's trajectory is time-varying as well. It is worth noting that the presented results can be applied to target enclosing problems with regarding the leader as the target. Example 2. The MAS have many applications in reality. For instance, to accomplish an unknown area detection task, a group of autonomous nonholonomic vehicles is a good choice. Each vehicle can be equipped with different sensors. The multi-vehicle system should form a formation shape, and rotates the shape at the same time so that each direction is detected by different sensors.
Consider a group of eleven mobile vehicles with communication topology shown in Fig. 1b , each of which has the motion equations as follows
where(r xi , r yi ) is the Cartesian position of the i-th vehicle, θ i is the orientation, andv i ,w i are the linear speed and angular speed, respectively. m i is the mass, J i is the moment of inertia, and F i , τ i are the applied force and torque, respectively. Defineū i = [F i , τ i ] T as the control input. As shown in [43] , we focus on the TVF control of the vehicle's "hand" position s i = (x i , y i ) which lies a distance L i along the line that is normal to the wheel axis and intersects the wheel axis at the center point (r xi , r yi ), as shown in Fig. 5a . Therefore, the hand position is defined as [43] . The initial positions and the movement snapshots of multi-vehicle system at different time-instants are shown in Fig. 6 . Note here that the orientation angle θ of each nonholonomic vehicle is represented as in Fig. 5b , and the smaller triangle represents the leader. As we can see, the decagon shape is formed successfully by the ten follower vehicles and rotates around the leader vehicle. The coupling weights c i associated with follower vehicles are depicted in Fig. 3b .
conclusion
The unified framework of TVF protocol design based on the distributed observer viewpoint for general linear MAS has demonstrated from undirected to directed topology, from formation stabilization to tracking and from with a leader of no input to with one of bounded input whose information is only available to a small subset of followers. The proposed observer-type protocols, which don't need any global information, e.g., the smallest positive eigenvalue of Laplacian matrices, is thus fully distributed. The absolute and relative output measurements used in this paper are more available in practice compared with the absolute or relative state ones. Future work will focus on releasing the constraint that agents need to be introspective when dealing with the TVF tracking issue under the directed topology.
